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Abstract
We analyze the structure of the Higgs potential in gauge-Higgs unification with a flat extra di-

mension. As a concrete model, we first consider the cases where the Standard Model Higgs doublet

is embedded into a higher-dimensional SU(3)w gauge multiplet with five-dimensional Lorentz sym-

metry relaxed. In this SU(3)w model with Lorentz violation, the deviation of the resulting triple

Higgs boson coupling from its SM prediction is shown to be less than 10% when the compactifica-

tion scale is larger than the experimental lower bound, which is around 5 TeV. Next, we examine

the Higgs potential in other similar gauge-Higgs unification models with a flat extra dimension. It is

pointed out that even in such models the shape of the Higgs potential around the vacuum quickly

approaches that of the minimal Higgs potential with one Higgs doublet as the compactification

scale of the extra dimension increases. An observable deviation of the triple Higgs boson coupling

at planned lepton colliders will necessitate significant extensions of such gauge-Higgs unification

models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the Higgs boson h with a mass of mh = 125 GeV [1, 2] and the measure-

ments of its couplings [3–5] at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have established

the mechanism of the spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking, on which the Standard

Model (SM) is based. Nevertheless, there still remain unknowns regarding the Higgs sec-

tor. These include the guiding principle, the shape of the Higgs potential, dynamics behind

the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), etc. Besides, new physics beyond the SM is

necessary for accounting for neutrino oscillations, baryon asymmetry of the Universe, the

existence of dark matter and cosmic inflation. As listed above, the SM has both theoretical

and phenomenological puzzles, and many ideas about these issues have been proposed.

One of the notorious problems the SM bears is the so-called hierarchy problem. Since

the Higgs doublet is an elementary scalar field in the SM, quantum corrections to the mass

squared of the Higgs doublet is quadratically divergent. In order to obtain the observed mass

of the Higgs boson, an unnaturally huge cancellation between the bare mass squared and the

quantum corrections is required. This fine-tuning problem can be evaded if one invokes yet-

to-be-discovered paradigms, such as supersymmetry (SUSY) [6, 7], compositeness [8] and

gauge-Higgs unification (GHU) [9–14]. In SUSY models, the quadratic divergence from the

SM particles are canceled out by that from the corresponding superpartners. In composite

models, the SM Higgs boson is composed of a pair of fermions, and thus chiral symmetry

can avoid the problem arising from an elementary scalar. In GHU models, the SM Higgs

doublet is embedded into some extra-dimensional component of a vector multiplet. Due to

the higher-dimensional gauge symmetry, the mass squared of the Higgs boson is protected

against quadratic divergence [15, 16]. In more detail, the Higgs potential is flat at the tree

level due to the higher-dimensional gauge symmetry and induced by the quantum corrections

at the loop level. Although the higher-dimensional gauge theory is nonrenormalizable, the

finiteness of the Higgs potential has been validated at the two loop level in some GHU

models [17, 18]. The Higgs potential at higher-loop levels has also been investigated [19].

Although the concept of GHU is elegant, it is difficult to obtain the measured masses of the

top quark and Higgs boson. Challenges in solving this problem lead to a rich phenomenology

in GHU [20, 21]. In this paper, we focus on the Higgs potential in GHU models and

investigate the triple Higgs boson coupling. The triple Higgs boson coupling in the framework

of GHU have been discussed in a flat five-dimensional (5D) orbifold model with large bulk

fermion representations [22], and in warped models [23]. In contrast to these earlier works,

we employ a flat orbifold model with 5D Lorentz symmetry relaxed in order to obtain

realistic values of the masses of the top quark and Higgs boson. As an example of broken

Lorentz symmetry in the fifth dimension, we consider the SU(3)w model studied in Refs. [24],

compute the triple Higgs boson coupling and compare the predicted value with the expected

precision at future lepton colliders, such as the International Linear Collider (ILC) [25] and

the Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) [26]. We show that the characteristics of the effective
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potential and triple Higgs boson coupling are applicable to a wide class of GHU models with

a flat orbifold.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review the SU(3)w GHU model on

a flat S1/Z2 orbifold with 5D Lorentz symmetry relaxed, and describe the matter Lagrangian

and mass spectrum. The calculation of the resulting effective Higgs potential is demonstrated

in Sec. III. Phenomenological constraints on this model are given in Sec. IV. Then, we show

the prediction of the triple Higgs boson coupling in Sec. V. Section VI is devoted to a

summary.

II. MODEL

Here, we briefly outline the 5D GHU model proposed in Ref. [24]. In this model, the

extra dimension is compactified on a flat S1/Z2 orbifold with the S1 compactification radius

R, and Lorentz symmetry in the fifth dimension is assumed to be broken in order to obtain

realistic masses of the top quark and Higgs boson, as discussed later. The electroweak gauge

group is extended to SU(3)w × U(1)′. The 5D SU(3)w and U(1)′ gauge coupling constants,

g5 and g′5, are related to the corresponding four-dimensional (4D) gauge coupling constants,

g and g′, through

g5 ≡ g
√

2πR, g′5 ≡ g′
√

2πR. (1)

The extended electroweak gauge group SU(3)w×U(1)′ is broken down to SU(2)L×U(1)w×
U(1)′ by the nontrivial Z2 orbifold boundary condition whose projection matrix is expressed

as

P =

−1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 +1

 , (2)

in the SU(3)w space. After the orbifold compactification, there appear massless 4D bosonic

fields from the SU(2)L × U(1)w components of the SU(3)w gauge fields Aaµ, U(1)′ gauge

field A′µ, and doublet scalar component Aa5, which is charged under U(1)′ and plays the role

of the Higgs doublet. The vacuum expectation value (VEV) of Aa5 induces an additional

spontaneous symmetry breaking to U(1)EM. It is convenient to parametrize the VEV of Aa5
using a parameter α as

〈Aa5〉 =
2α

g5R
δa7, (3)

where δab is the Kronecker delta in the SU(3)w adjoint representation. The EWSB in this

model is detailed in Sec. III.
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Notice that the extra U(1)′ gauge group and its gauge coupling constant g′ are necessary

for modifying the Weinberg angle θW . If the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group is a subgroup of

the SU(3)w, an unacceptably large Weinberg angle of θW = π/3 is predicted. Thanks to the

existence of the U(1)′ gauge group, one can set the hypercharge generator Y to the linear

combination of the U(1)w and U(1)′ generators as Y = t8/
√

3 + t′. Then, the hypercharge

gauge field AY and its orthogonal gauge field AX are given by

AY =
g′A8 +

√
3gA′√

3g2 + g′2
, AX =

√
3gA8 + g′A′√

3g2 + g′2
. (4)

The U(1)Y gauge coupling constant gY is given by a combination of the SU(3)w and U(1)′

coupling constants as gY =
√

3gg′/
√

3g2 + g′2. The Weinberg angle is modified to

sin2 θW =
g2
Y

g2 + g2
Y

=
3

4 + 3g2/g′2
. (5)

By adjusting the value of g′, we can obtain the measured Weinberg angle.

A. Matter Lagrangian

Let us turn to the matter sector of this SU(3)w GHU model, where both massive bulk

fermions and massless brane-localized fermions are introduced. By adjusting mixing terms

between the bulk and brane fermions, one can reproduce the observed hierarchy of the

fermion masses. Each brane fermion can be localized at either of the two fixed points, y = 0

or y = πR of the S1/Z2 orbifold. In our analysis, we locate the left-handed and right-handed

brane fermions at the separate fixed points in order to reconcile the masses of the top quark

and Higgs boson with the observed values. This choice corresponds to the δ = 1 set-up

in Ref. [24]. In our analysis, we focus on the third generation quarks because radiative

contributions to the Higgs potential from the first and second generation quarks as well as

those from leptons are relatively small. We introduce bulk fermions that are coupled to the

brane top (bottom) quark. These bulk fermions are assigned to a symmetric (fundamental)

representation of SU(3)w and periodic on S1. In addition, in order to adjust the shape of the

Higgs potential, one needs another set of bulk fermions that are symmetric representations

of SU(3)w and antiperiodic on S1.

Now we are in a position to specify the configuration of the above-mentioned bulk and

brane-localized fermion fields. There are three types of a pair of colored 5D bulk fermions as

follows: periodic bulk fermions (Ψt, Ψ̃t) in the (3, 6̄) representation; periodic bulk fermions

(Ψb, Ψ̃b) in the (3,3) representation; and antiperiodic bulk fermions (ΨA, Ψ̃A) in the (1,6)

representation. Here, the numbers in the parentheses denote representations under SU(3)c×
SU(3)w. The hypercharge of (ΨA, Ψ̃A) is chosen such that (ΨA, Ψ̃A) do not mix with the

bulk or brane leptons, which are necessary for the lepton masses. For each pair of the bulk
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TABLE I. Matter contents and the quantum numbers. The hypercharge of (ΨA, Ψ̃A) is chosen

such that (ΨA, Ψ̃A) do not mix with the bulk or brane leptons. The color factor is denoted by CF .

Fields SU(3)c × SU(3)w periodicity (η) SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y CF

(Ψt, Ψ̃t) (3, 6̄) periodic (0) (3,1)2/3 + (3,2)1/6 + (3,3)−1/3 3

(Ψb, Ψ̃b) (3,3) periodic (0) (3,1)−1/3 + (3,2)1/6 3

(ΨA, Ψ̃A) (1,6) antiperiodic (1) (1,1)X + (1,2)X+1/2 + (1,3)X+1 1

QL (3,2)1/6 3

tR (3,1)2/3 3

bR (3,1)−1/3 3

<latexit sha1_base64="pNu4Jyhgcb8zH3gh6mPwGth1QJ4=">AAADhXichVJPTxNBFH9lRbCCFD1I4sFigxITmtfGIOECiRcPmkChQEJJs7udtgPT2c3utAlsOJIQv4AHTkI8GA4e1E/AQb+ABz4C4YgJF2J8Ox005Z+z2X3v/d7vN/vem3F8wUOFeJjosm513+7pvZO829d/byA1eH8h9JqBy4quJ7xgybFDJrhkRcWVYEt+wOyGI9iis/Yqzi+2WBByT86rdZ+tNOya5FXu2oqgcupxyWE1LiNb8Jp8vpl0yoVkicnKOVBOZTCLeqUvOznjZMCsGW8w8QxKUAEPXGhCAxhIUOQLsCGkZxlygOATtgIRrBIakM81g8EmJEndJB4jjk3oGn1rFC0bVFIc7xpqvUv/EfQGpEzDCP7ET3iCP3Afj/Ds2r0ivUdczTpZp61lfnng3dDc6X9VDbIK6v9UN9asoAoTulZOtfsaibtw2/rWxvuTucnCSPQUd/GY6v+Ah3hAHcjWL/fjLCvs3FBPaKZap6hiJvAd96j3A/yse0mTtpMVmRlXKKp2ZDN0MhEhkuapyA5r5Dq2cwX/ak1shVFe5Pt/z9+mvO7A+rL9pvAQ5cZblNv18DfdwNzF+3bZWchnc+PZ/Gw+Mz1q7mIvPIInMEr1vIRpeA0zUKTpbcE+fIVvVo81Zr2wxtvUroTRPICOZU39AXNByrs=</latexit>

bR

<latexit sha1_base64="BgUT3n0DxRvVcUi2CiURBj9NGBA=">AAADhXichVJPTxNBFH9lRbCCFD1I4sFigxITmtfGIOECiRcPmkChQEJJs7udtgPT2c3utAlsOJIQv4AHTkI8GA4e1E/AQb+ABz4C4YgJF2J8Ox005Z+z2X3v/d7vN/vem3F8wUOFeJjosm513+7pvZO829d/byA1eH8h9JqBy4quJ7xgybFDJrhkRcWVYEt+wOyGI9iis/Yqzi+2WBByT86rdZ+tNOya5FXu2oqgcupxyWE1LiNb8Jp8vplU5UKyxGTlHCinMphFvdKXnZxxMmDWjDeYeAYlqIAHLjShAQwkKPIF2BDSsww5QPAJW4EIVgkNyOeawWATkqRuEo8RxyZ0jb41ipYNKimOdw213qX/CHoDUqZhBH/iJzzBH7iPR3h27V6R3iOuZp2s09Yyvzzwbmju9L+qBlkF9X+qG2tWUIUJXSun2n2NxF24bX1r4/3J3GRhJHqKu3hM9X/AQzygDmTrl/txlhV2bqgnNFOtU1QxE/iOe9T7AX7WvaRJ28mKzIwrFFU7shk6mYgQSfNUZIc1ch3buYJ/tSa2wigv8v2/529TXndgfdl+U3iIcuMtyu16+JtuYO7ifbvsLOSzufFsfjafmR41d7EXHsETGKV6XsI0vIYZKNL0tmAfvsI3q8cas15Y421qV8JoHkDHsqb+AKphys0=</latexit>

tR

<latexit sha1_base64="WOhLt+S4V7qOOWjKR4jThK5e3cQ=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="uD/gXxoGgiN57kPxcQDRxtfNxlY=">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</latexit>

�R

<latexit sha1_base64="3fPL12o9I5orqsYcaEpT64UwSBM=">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</latexit>

QL

<latexit sha1_base64="JQw3lgXkD5g0EZcgKFSrt1QQzDE=">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</latexit>• bulk gauge fields Aµ, A�
µ

• bulk fermions (�t, �̃t), (�b, �̃b), (�A, �̃A)

FIG. 1. Field configuration on the S1/Z2 orbifold.

fermions, opposite Z2 parities are assigned so that the mixing terms between Ψj and Ψ̃j

(j = t, b, A) with 5D mass parameters Mj are allowed. One of the characteristic features

of this model is that SO(4, 1) Lorentz invariance is relaxed. Parameters kj and k̃j are

introduced to parametrize such effects residing in the kinetic terms for bulk fermions Ψj and

Ψ̃j, respectively. A left-handed SU(2)L doublet QL = (tL, bL)T are localized at the y = 0

brane, and right-handed SU(2)L singlets tR and bR at the y = πR brane, respectively. The

matter contents are summarized in Table I. The field configuration on the S1/Z2 orbifold is

depicted in Fig. 1. We introduce parameters e1 and e2 with mass dimension half in order

to parametrize boundary couplings for mixing terms between the bulk and brane fermions.

From the remarks above, the 5D matter Lagrangian is written as

Lmatter =
∑
j=t,b,A

{
Ψ̄j

(
i /D4 − kjD5γ

5
)

Ψj + ¯̃Ψj

(
i /D4 − k̃jD5γ

5
)

Ψ̃j +
(

Ψ̄jMjΨ̃j + h.c.
)}

+ δ(y − 0)
{
Q̄Li /D4QL +

(
eb1Q̄Lψb + et1Q̄

c
Rψt + h.c.

)}
+ δ(y − πR)

{
t̄Ri /D4tR + b̄Ri /D4bR +

(
eb2b̄Rχb + et2t̄

c
Lχt + h.c.

)}
, (6)

where /D4 ≡ γµDµ with Dµ and D5 being covariant derivatives, and ψt,b and χt,b are the

SU(2)L doublet and singlet components of the bulk fermions Ψt,b. The SM fermions are

approximately given by the brane fermion components.

For the sake of simplicity, we take kj = k̃j, and the counterparts in the gauge and Higgs
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sectors are set to the unity in the following analysis. In place of Mj and eai , we introduce

dimensionless parameters λj = πRMj and εai =
√
πR/2eai (a = t, b; i = 1, 2), respectively.

We are left with 10 input parameters, kt, kb, kA, λ
t, λb, λA, εt1, ε

t
2, ε

b
1 and εb2.

B. Mass Spectrum

Here, we briefly describe the mass spectrum of this model. In the absence of 5D mass

terms for the bulk gauge fields, the masses of their Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes at the level

n scale as m(n) = n/R. When the EWSB takes place, the zero-mode and KK-mode masses

of the gauge fields that are coupled with nonzero 〈Aa5〉 are shifted upward by α. As for

the U(1)X gauge sector, due to quantum anomaly, the zero mode of AX acquire a brane-

localized mass MX , whose natural value is the cut-off scale of the model [20, 24]. In the rest

of this paper, we disregard AX in the low-energy effective theory we discuss. For details, see

Refs. [20, 24]. In the limit where MX →∞, the masses of the weak gauge bosons are given

by

m
(n)

W±(α) =
n+ α

R
, m

(n)
Z (α) =

n+ α sec θW
R

. (7)

Therefore, we can obtain m
(0)

W± = m
(0)
Z cos θW for the zero modes.

The computation of the 4D mass spectrum for the bulk fermions is more complicated. We

consider the cases where 4D fermions arising from the bulk fermions are sufficiently heavy

and the effect of the bulk-brane mixing terms εai is negligible in computing the 4D masses

of the bulk fermions. In this approximation, the 4D masses of the bulk fermions take the

form of

m
(n)
j (qα) =

√(
kj
n+ η/2 + qα

R

)2

+

(
λj

πR

)2

, (8)

where q is the charge related to the coupling with the Higgs doublet, and determined from

the SU(3)w representation of the bulk fermion. The fundamental representation with a

SU(3)w index can have q = 0, 1, and the symmetric representation with two SU(3)w indices

can have q = 0, 1, 2. The parameter η = 0 (1) stands for periodic (antiperiodic) bulk

fermions. Using this formalism, there appear five sets of KK masses that depends on α:

m
(n)
t (α),m

(n)
t (2α),m

(n)
b (α),m

(n)
A (α) and m

(n)
A (2α) .

The masses of the brane fermions are induced by the bulk-brane mixing terms. By

diagonalizing the full kinetic operators for the bulk and brane fermions, we obtain the mass

6



eigenvalues,

mt
0 =

kt√
2πR

εt1ε
t
2

k2
t

Imf1(λt/kt, 2α),

mb
0 =

kb
πR

εb1ε
b
2

k2
b

Imf1(λb/kb, α). (9)

After rescaling the mass eigenvalues using the normalization factors,

Zt
i = 1 + δi1

(εb1)2

kbλb
Ref0(λb/kb, 0) + δi2

(εt2)2

2ktλt
Ref0(λt/kt, 0) +

(εti)
2

2δi2ktλt
Ref0(λt/kt, 2α),

Zb
i = 1 +

(εbi)
2

kbλb
Ref0(λb/kb, α) + δi1

(εt1)2

ktλt
Ref0(λt/kt, α), (10)

with

fδ(x, α) =
∞∑

k=−∞

e−|2k+δ|(x+iπα), (11)

we obtain the physical masses of the brane fermions as

ma =
ma

0√
Za

1Z
a
2

. (12)

III. EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL

As a remnant of 5D gauge invariance, the Higgs potential is zero at the leading order of

perturbation theory. However, the Higgs potential is induced by radiative corrections. The

effective potential at the one-loop level is given by

Veff(α) =
∑
I

σI
2

∫
d4pE
(2π)4

ln
{
p2
E +mI(α)2

}
, (13)

where σI = 1 for bosons and σI = −1 for fermions, and the sum runs over all 4D fields

whose masses depend on α. As for the 4D fields originating from the bulk fields, we perform

the integration of the Euclidean momentum pE for the KK modes and decompose these

contributions into an infinite α-independent part and finite α-dependent part [27]. After the

integration, the one-loop contribution from each bulk gauge field takes the form of

VV (α) = − 9

64π6R4

∞∑
n=1

1

n5
cos(2πnα). (14)
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Then, the total contribution from the bulk gauge fields is given by

Vg(α) = 2VV (α) + VV (α sec θW ). (15)

Similarly, we can calculate contributions from the bulk fermion pairs to the effective po-

tential. Taking the effects of the 5D mass parameter λj and the Lorentz-violating parameter

kj, the contribution from (Ψj, Ψ̄j) pair is given by

VΨj
(qα) =

3k4
jCF

8π6R4

∞∑
n=1

(σS)n

n5

[
1 + 2n

λj

kj
+

4

3
n2 (λj)2

k2
j

]
e−2nλj/kj cos(2πnqα), (16)

where σS = (−1)η and CF stands for the color factor. Then, the total contribution from the

bulk fermion pairs is given by

Vf (α) = VΨt(α) + VΨt(2α) + VΨb
(α) + VΨA

(α) + VΨA
(2α). (17)

As for the brane fermions, we need to incorporate the normalization factors of the kinetic

operators as well as the mass eigenvalues given in Eq. (12) into the calculation of the effective

potential. By changing the integral variable from pE to x = πRpE, one obtains

Vt(α) =
−CF

4π6R4

∫ ∞
0

dx x3 ln

[
2∏
i=1

Re

[
1 + δi1

(εb1)2

kbxb
f0

(
xb

kb
, 0

)
+ δi2

(εt2)2

2ktxt
f0

(
xt

kt
, 0

)

+
(εt1)2

2δi2ktxt
f0

(
xt

kt
, 2α

)]
+

2∏
i=1

Im
(εti)

2

2δi2ktx

[
f1

(
xt

kt
, 2α

)]]
, (18)

and

Vb(α) =
−CF

4π6R4

∫ ∞
0

dx x3 ln

[
2∏
i=1

Re

[
1 +

(εbi)
2

kbxb
f0

(
xb

kb
, α

)
+ δi1

(εt1)2

ktxt
f0

(
xt

kt
, α

)]

+
2∏
i=1

Im

[
(εbi)

2

kbx
f1

(
xb

kb
, α

)]]
, (19)

with

xa = πR
√
p2
E +M2

a . (20)

These contributions also turn out to be finite up to the α-independent constant part as in

the case of the bulk fields.

Putting the above contributions together, we obtain the total one-loop effective potential,

Veff(α) = Vg(α) + Vf (α) + Vt(α) + Vb(α). (21)
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The EWSB occurs when α develops a non-zero VEV α0. The value of α0 is obtained by the

tadpole condition, (
gR

2

)
∂Veff

∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=α0

= 0. (22)

The mass squared of the Higgs boson is given by

m2
h =

(
gR

2

)2
∂2Veff(α)

∂α2

∣∣∣∣
α=α0

, (23)

and the triple Higgs boson coupling by

λhhh =

(
gR

2

)3
∂3Veff(α)

∂α3

∣∣∣∣
α=α0

. (24)

The compactification scale 1/R is determined by using the relation m
(0)

W± = α0/R. In order

to avoid experimental constraints, 1/R should be sufficiently large. In other words, α0

should be very small. It should be emphasized that tuning of model parameters is required

for obtaining very small α0. This is because the Higgs potential in GHU is generated only

by radiative corrections and is sensitive to model parameters. Therefore, it is nontrivial

whether the Higgs field develops a nonzero VEV. We also have to adjust the mass of the

Higgs boson to its experimental value by tuning the model parameters. Namely, the mass

of the discovered Higgs boson and the tadpole condition strongly constrain the shape of the

Higgs potential and the allowed model parameter space.

IV. CONSTRAINTS

Before discussing the triple Higgs boson coupling, we mention several constraints on the

model parameters. The experimental limits on the masses of the top quark and the Higgs

boson, and the compactification scale put severe constraints on GHU models in generic. In

the previous study performed in Ref. [24], the Lorentz-violating parameters kj are introduced

to adjust the masses of the top quark and the Higgs boson. In Refs. [24, 28], the ρ parameter

and the ZbLb̄L coupling are investigated and turned out to be strongly affected by the

KK modes of the bulk fields, such as the sine modes of A
(n)
X and the lightest modes of

the bulk fermions. An improved analysis of electroweak observables in a slightly refined

SU(3)w GHU model puts the lower bound on the compactification scale as 1/R & 5 TeV

for mh = 125 GeV [28]. Since the works of Refs. [24, 28] were done before the discovery of

the Higgs boson, we revisit the SU(3)w model to investigate viable parameter regions.

We perform a random scan of model parameters, and numerically evaluate the masses of

the top quark and the Higgs boson as well as the compactification scale from the effective

9
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FIG. 2. Scatter plots of the predicted values of the top quark mass mt and the Higgs boson mass

mh for 1/R > 800 GeV (left) and for 1/R > 5 TeV (right). Color codes are assigned to each

range of the Lorentz violating parameter kt: Blue points stands for 2.25 < kt < 2.5, green for

2 < kt < 2.25, red for 1.75 < kt < 2, and black for 1.5 < kt < 1.75.

potential. We scan the following model parameter regions in accordance with the previous

study [24]:
1.5 < kt < 2.5,

1.25 < kb < 2.25,

1.1× kt < kA < 1.5× kt,


0.5 < λt < 1.5,

5 < λb < 7,

0.75 < λA < 3.5,

{
0.75 < εt1,2 < 7.5,

2 < εb1,2 < 7.
(25)

Figure 2 shows the scatter plots of the predicted values of the top quark mass mt and the

Higgs boson mass mh. The left (right) panel shows cases for compactification scales larger

than 800 GeV (5 TeV). Color codes are assigned to each range of the Lorentz violating

parameter kt: Blue points stands for 2.25 < kt < 2.5, green for 2 < kt < 2.25, red for

1.75 < kt < 2, and black for 1.5 < kt < 1.75. The left plot is consistent with the results

presented in Ref. [24]. It is clear from the plots that the mass of the Higgs boson is positively

correlated with kt. As the compactification scale 1/R is increased, a finer tuning is required

for obtaining the correct weak-scale VEV. Therefore, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2,

the number of allowed parameter sets is smaller if we impose the experimental lower bound

on the compactification scale, 1/R > 5 TeV [28]. The bottom line is that there is still

enough room for reproducing the measured values of the masses of the top and Higgs boson

for 1.5 < kt < 2.

V. TRIPLE HIGGS BOSON COUPLING

After imposing the above-mentioned experimental constraints, we investigate to what

extent the predicted triple Higgs boson coupling λhhh can deviate from the corresponding

SM value λSM
hhh. The current experimental constraint on λhhh is still weak. Searches for

Higgs boson pair production at the LHC have put constraints on the triple Higgs boson
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coupling as −5.0 < λhhh/λ
SM
hhh < 12.0 for ATLAS [4] and −11.8 < λhhh/λ

SM
hhh < 18.8 for

CMS [5] at the 95% confidence level. At future collider experiments, these bounds will

be significantly improved. At the High-Luminosity LHC, 0.52 < λhhh/λ
SM
hhh < 1.5 and

0.57 < λhhh/λ
SM
hhh < 1.5 with and without systematic uncertainties (1 σ), respectively [29].

At the ILC with a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 1 TeV and integrated luminosity of

L = 4 ab−1, a precision of 10% is estimated [25]. At the CLIC with
√
s = 3 TeV and

L = 5 ab−1, the triple Higgs boson coupling will be measured with a relative uncertainty of

−8% to 11% (1 σ) [26].

A. Numerical Result

As a measure of the triple Higgs boson coupling, we introduce the deviation parameter

defined by

∆λ =
λhhh − λSM

hhh

λSM
hhh

. (26)

In evaluating λSM
hhh, we use the effective potential method and include the top quark contri-

bution at the one-loop level. Actually, the evaluated values of the masses of the top quark

and Higgs boson and other 4D parameters should be regarded as those at some high energy

scale, and the corresponding measured values are corrected using renormalization group

equations. Detailed analysis of the renormalization group equations is beyond the scope of

this paper. Taking such uncertainties into account, we employ 152 GeV < mt < 182 GeV

and 110 GeV < mh < 140 GeV as allowed values in our parameter scan, whose range is

given in Eq. (25). In Fig. 3, we show the correlation between the deviation of the triple

Higgs boson coupling ∆λ and the compactification scale 1/R. The orange band shows the

1 σ accuracy expected at the ILC. From Fig. 3, it is clear that the deviation ∆λ is primarily

characterized by the compactification scale 1/R. At very large compactification scales, the

deviation of the triple Higgs boson coupling almost vanishes as

lim
1/R→∞

∆λ = 0. (27)

Compared with the current constraint on the compactification scale, 1/R > 5 TeV, addi-

tional extensions to this GHU model are unavoidable if a significant deviation is observed

at the future colliders.

Let us investigate to what extent each field contributes to the total deviation of the triple

Higgs boson coupling ∆λ. To this end, we decompose the predicted triple Higgs boson
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FIG. 3. Correlation between the deviation of the triple Higgs boson coupling ∆λ and the com-

pactification scale 1/R. The orange band shows the 1 σ accuracy expected at the ILC.

coupling into potential terms as

λhhh =
∑
i

δλi, (28)

where δλi denotes the contribution from a field i,

δλi =
∂3Vi
∂α3

∣∣∣∣
α=α0

− 3

α

∂2Vi
∂α2

∣∣∣∣
α=α0

+
3

α2

∂Vi
∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=α0

. (29)

It is convenient to introduce the following deviation parameter:

∆λi =
δλi − λSM

hhh

λSM
hhh

, (30)

which quantifies the extent of the contribution from the field i. In Fig. 4, green points shows

the contributions to the deviation parameters ∆λi for Ψt(2α) (upper left panel), t (upper

right), ΨA(2α) (lower left), and their sum (lower right),

∆λΨt(2α)+t+ΨA(2α) =
δλΨt(2α) + δλt + δλΨA(2α) − λSM

hhh

λSM
hhh

. (31)

For comparison, the total deviation parameter ∆λ is also displayed (red). Particles with

larger q values have stronger couplings to the Higgs field, and give dominant contributions to

the deviation of the triple Higgs boson coupling. The total deviation ∆λ is well approximated

by the sum of the contributions from Ψt(2α), t and ΨA(2α).
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FIG. 4. Contributions to the deviation parameters ∆λi for Ψt(2α) (upper left panel), t (upper

right), ΨA(2α) (lower left), and their sum (lower right). For comparison, the total deviation

parameter ∆λ is also displayed (red).

B. Analysis

From the numerical results presented above, the deviation of the triple Higgs boson

coupling converges to zero as the compactification scale increases. This means that the

shape of our GHU Higgs potential resembles the SM Higgs potential at around the VEV

for small α0 although their tree-level shapes are completely different. Here, we analyze the

shape of the Higgs potential at small α.

In general, the Higgs potential in GHU with a flat extra dimension is constructed by

summing up the contributions of bulk gauge fields, bulk fermions, and brane fermions, as

discussed in Sec. III. Although the field-dependent masses of the brane fermions are compli-

cated functions of α as discussed in Sec. II B, they are approximated by linear functions of

α for α� 1 as is the case for the fermions in the SM. Expanding the GHU Higgs potential

with respect to α, we obtain

Veff(φ) ' −
(

1

R

)2

Aφ2 +Bφ4 + Cφ4 ln
φ2

v2
+

(
1

R

)−2

Dφ6, (32)

where A, B, C and D are dimensionless parameters that are functions of the model param-
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eters. From the tadpole condition,

∂Veff

∂φ

∣∣∣∣
φ=v

= 0, (33)

and the condition for reproducing the mass of the discovered Higgs boson,

∂2Veff

∂φ2

∣∣∣∣
φ=v

= m2
h, (34)

we obtain

0 = −
(

1

R

)2
A

2v2
+B +

C

2
+

3

2

(
1

R

)−2

Dv2, (35)

and

m2
h = 4

(
1

R

)2

A+ 8Cv2 + 12

(
1

R

)−2

Dv4, (36)

respectively. Namely, two of the four coefficients are not independent. Since the compact-

ification scale should be above a few TeV (α0 � 1), Eqs. (35) and (36) suggests that the

parameter A should be very small for accounting for the VEV and the mass of the Higgs

boson. This fact implies the so-called little hierarchy problem. In GHU, one needs to tune

bulk field parameters to adequately suppress the parameter A. In our GHU model, this

suppression is accomplished by introducing the additional bulk fields (ΨA, Ψ̃A).

Eliminating the parameters A and B using the tadpole and mass conditions, Eqs. (35)

and (36), the triple Higgs boson coupling is written as

λhhh =
3

v

[
m2
h +

16

3
Cv2 + 16

(
1

R

)−2

Dv4

]
. (37)

Since the term proportional to φ4 lnφ2 arises from loop diagrams in which only SM particles

are involved, the value of the coefficient C is the same as that in the SM. Therefore, the

deviation of the triple Higgs boson coupling from the SM is suppressed by the square of the

compactification scale as

∆λ =
48Dv3

λSM
hhh

(
1

R

)−2

. (38)

Namely, in the cases when the φ6 term and higher order ones are negligibly small, the

shape of the potential and the triple Higgs boson coupling should be the same as the SM

ones irrespective of the origin of the potential. In deriving Eq. (38), we have not assumed

14



specific bulk fields or Lorentz-violating parameters. We emphasize that such a conclusion is

applicable to a wide range of GHU models that reduces to the Higgs sector with one Higgs

doublet below the compactification scale of a flat extra dimension. This point has not been

manifested in earlier works. Therefore, if a significant deviation of the triple Higgs boson

coupling is observed at collider experiments in the future, we have to extensively modify the

GHU framework.

Finally, we mention the sign of the deviation parameter, which is controlled by the co-

efficient D. As for the bulk fields, the deviation derived from each contribution tends to

take a larger value when p and k are large and λ is small. Its sign is given by σSσI , which

is determined by the periodicity on S1 and the spin of each bulk field. In our model, the

deviation goes in the negative direction because the bulk fermion Ψ(2α) with σS = 1 and

σI = −1 gives rise to the largest contribution. This observation about the dependence on

R and the sign accounts for our numerical results about the deviation of the triple Higgs

boson coupling presented in Fig. 3.

VI. SUMMARY

In sharp contrast to the Higgs potential assumed in the SM, the GHU Higgs potential

is formed exclusively from quantum corrections because the leading-order Higgs potential

vanishes as a remnant of higher-dimensional gauge symmetry. In order to investigate phe-

nomenological difference between the GHU Higgs potential and SM one, we have focused

on the triple Higgs boson coupling. Taking the SU(3)w model with 5D Lorentz symmetry

relaxed as an example of the GHU framework with a flat extra dimension, it has been illus-

trated that the deviation of the triple Higgs boson coupling from the SM prediction quickly

vanishes as the compactification scale 1/R increases. For compactification scales larger than

the experimental limit 1/R & 5 TeV, the deviation has been found to be smaller than 10%.

We have also discussed the characteristics of the Higgs potential in GHU in which one

Higgs doublet appears below the compactification scale of a flat extra dimension. We have

expanded the Higgs potential with respect to α, and found that the GHU potential has

the same shape as the SM one up to higher-order terms suppressed by the compactification

scale. This fact indicates that the deviation of the triple Higgs boson coupling vanishes at

large compactification scales in such a class of GHU models. Therefore, compared with the

expected accuracy of the measurement of the triple Higgs boson coupling, the observation of

its noticeable deviation at future collider experiments will demand us to significantly modify

the GHU framework.
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